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Abstract

Indian epics have not been analyzed computa-001
tionally to the extent that Greek epics have.002
In this paper, we show how interesting in-003
sights can be derived from the ancient epic004
Mahabharata by applying a variety of analyti-005
cal techniques based on a combination of natu-006
ral language processing methods like semantic007
analysis, sentiment analysis and Named Entity008
Recognition (NER). The key findings include009
the analysis of events and their importance010
in shaping the story, character’s life and their011
actions leading to consequences and change012
of emotions across the eighteen parvas of the013
story.014

1 Introduction015

Semantic analysis is the study of the meaning of016

language, whereas sentiment analysis is the study017

of emotions that has been depicted. Sentimental018

analysis is prevailing in various domains such as019

social media monitoring, customer support man-020

agement, and analysing customer feedback.021

Mahabharat is a tightly interwoven story with022

intricate characters traversing various incidents re-023

sulting in many course of actions. This makes024

Mahabharat an interesting study for analysing such025

characters and incidents using the various NLP026

techniques. The Mahabharat Ganguli translation027

is used for conducting such an analysis. Entity028

Analysis involves named entity recognition which029

helped discover many unfamiliar characters present030

in Mahabharat. Semantic Analysis is used to ana-031

lyze sentence structure to highlight the events and032

their resulting actions whereas sentiment analysis033

is used to analyze the flow of emotions as the story034

progresses. Character analysis describes the char-035

acter’s life, the trails and tribulations the character036

has been through and his/her characteristics. The037

paper presents a unified technique to achieve the038

above as stated.039

2 Related Works 040

Mahabharatha is an epic with valuable lessons on 041

life and values .Epics like Mahabharata are a kind 042

of tragedy and are built around noble men within 043

the form of narratives. A tragedy typically has a 044

plot with a beginning, a middle and an end and 045

other constituents of the text are secondary to the 046

plot. The start of the plot typically is a scenario of 047

stability which gets disturbed by some events. Plots 048

of tragedy have various constituents i.e. suffering, 049

reversal, recognition of latest knowledge, surprise. 050

An epic is different from a newer literary genre 051

like a novel and will have lot of negative sentiment 052

across its breadth but in spite of that conveys a 053

noble theme in the minds of its audience. 054

Debabrati et al. (Das et al., 2016) has proposed 055

the usage of NLP techniques such as sentiment 056

analysis and characterization of important charac- 057

ters with respect to their emotion. Mabhabharatha 058

text is tokenized using standard NLP techniques. - 059

The tokens are POS (parts of speech) tagged and 060

tagged tokens are mapped to synsets in Wordnet 061

in a word sense disambiguation process. - The 062

sentiment scores are picked up from SentiWordnet 063

for each synset. - Overall sentiment of the parva 064

is derived from these values by summing the con- 065

stituent sentiment scores. Emotion analysis for the 066

full text and each of the protagonists is done with 067

the help of NRC word-emotion association lexicon. 068

After extracting the relevant part of the corpus,the 069

score is calculated for each POS (part of speech) 070

tagged token for each emotion and finally summed 071

up. However, by this approach one cannot get an 072

overall view of the character in terms of their life, 073

relations and actions but only about their emotions. 074

The usage of lexicon based approach limits the 075

ability of the model to learn new vocabulary. The 076

proposed idea in this paper aims to remove these 077

two limitations. 078

Named Entity Recognition is identifying proper- 079
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nouns in the text. The biggest challenge in Named080

Entity Recognition is the lack of sufficient labelled081

data. This poses a challenge for NER in Mahab-082

harat as the standard tagged datasets are different in083

comparison. Active Learning is an efficient option084

as it helps identify samples that will be the most085

informative to the model(Li et al., 2022), discuss086

active learning technique for Named Entity Recog-087

nition. Further work was done by Yanyao Shen088

et.al (Shen et al., 2017) where a CNN-CNN-LSTM089

model was built for NER, in an iterative approach.090

They used the various selection strategies for NER091

such as least confidence, Maximum Normalized092

Log-Probabilities.093

Named Entity Recognition is a sequence la-094

belling task.(Akhundov et al., 2018) discusses the095

merits of using Bidirectional Long Short Term096

(BiLSTM) models for sequence labelling tasks. For097

any sequence labelling task the model is required098

to take into consideration the context of the entire099

sentence.100

(Devlin et al., 2019) introduced a model called101

BERT. BERT was trained on two tasks - masked102

word prediction and next sentence prediction.103

These tasks can make use of data that requires no104

labelling and is widely available.105

Conditional random field is a popular probabilis-106

tic method for structured prediction.(Sutton and107

McCallum, 2010) discussed the problem of classifi-108

cation by predicting a single discrete class variable109

y given a vector of features.110

In co-referencing resolution, training recurrent111

neural networks to model long term dependencies112

is an issue faced.(Dhingra et al., 2017) had pro-113

posed to use external linguistic knowledge as an114

explicit signal to inform the model which memories115

it should utilize.116

3 Methods117

This section describes the design and implementa-118

tion of the system being proposed with the help of119

overall system architecture represented in Figure120

1. In this section the proposed methodology is dis-121

cussed. Using Natural Language Processing tech-122

niques such as co-referencing, relationship extrac-123

tion, analysis on events and many other functions124

are performed like automated question-answering,125

graphical representations and identifying relation-126

ships of different entities in the Mahabharat dataset.127

Relationship extraction is a key task done with the128

help of co-referencing. Event analysis with the129

help of BART for summarization and BERT for 130

question answering. The character sketch is drawn 131

from using adjective extraction model using BERT 132

and POS tags. The POS tags along with gener- 133

ated summary of each parva in Mahabharatha is 134

used to draw the character sketch. The emotion 135

sketch is derived from using BERT model by using 136

emotions from Go-Emotion dataset. The generated 137

summary along with emotions extracted in every 138

parva is passed through a text generation model for 139

generating an emotion sketch.

Figure 1: Overall Architecture Diagram
140

3.1 Raw Dataset 141

Kisari Mohan Ganguli’s translation of the San- 142

skrit epic Mahabharat is the raw data acquired. 143

The raw data consists of eighteen books. They 144

are Adi Parva, Sabha Parva, Vana Parva, Virata 145

Parva, Udyoga Parva, Bhishma Parva, Karna Parva, 146

Shalya Parva, Sauptika Parva, Stri Parva, Santi 147

Parva, Anusasana Parva, Aswamedha Parva, Asra- 148

mavaisika Parva, Mausala Parva, Mahaprasthanika 149

Parva and Svargarohanika Parva. The entire dataset 150

has 1,35,850 sentences. 151

Figure 2: Relationship Extraction Architecture Diagram
152
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TAG EXPANSION
B-PER Beginning of Person entity
I-PER Inside a Person entity
B-PLACE Beginning of Place entity
I-PLACE Inside a Place entity
B-EVE Beginning of Event entity
I-EVE Inside a Event entity
B-WEAPON & WAR STRATEGY Beginning of Weapons and

War Strategy entity
I-WEAPON & WAR STRATEGY Inside a Weapons and War

Strategy entity
B-COMMUNITY Beginning of Communities

entity
I-COMMUNITY Inside a Communities

entity
B-LIT and ART Beginning of Literature and

Art entity
I-LIT and ART Inside a Literature and

Art entity

Table 1: NER tags and their Expansions

3.2 Tool Used153

The tools, libraries and environments used in-154

clude (pandas development team, 2020), (Abadi155

et al., 2015), (Akbik et al., 2019), (Hunter, 2007),156

(Mausam et al., 2012), (Harris et al., 2020), (Pe-157

dregosa et al., 2011) and (Loper and Bird, 2002).158

3.3 Named Entity Recognition159

In this process, entities pertaining to Mahabharat160

have been identified as listed in the Table 1. To161

automatically identify these entities from the text,162

we trained a CRF model on the Mahabharat dataset.163

The Conditional Random Field model considers164

the semantics of the given text where, given a165

sequence of input words we obtain the sequence of166

output labels. Training set
{(

X(t),y(t)
)}

is a set167

of input and target sequences pairs:168

169

input words are X(t) =
[
x
(t)
1 , . . . ,x

(t)
Kt

]
170

target labels are y(t) =
[
y
(t)
1 , . . . , y

(t)
Kt

]
171

172

Kt is the length of the tth sequence.173

A set of features from the Mahabharat dataset has174

been crafted which is provided to the CRF model.175

The features of the sentence given to the model176

include the case of the word, the last few letters of177

the word. The implementation of the Conditional178

Random Field model has been motivated from179

the Sklearn-CRFSuite (Pedregosa et al., 2011).180

It has been modified based on the features for181

Mahabharatha text.182

Relation Subject, Object
Child of Person, Person
King of Person, Place
Born in Person, Place
Master of Person Literature, Artifact
Killed Person, Person/Place/Weapon
Lived in Person, Place
Happened in Event, Place
Spouse of Person, Person
Sibling of Person, Person
Friend of Person, Person
Leader of Person, Community/Place
Guardian of Person, Person/Community
Belongs to Person, Community/Place

Table 2: NER tags and their Expansions

3.4 Relationship Extraction 183

The Relationship Extraction architecture is repre- 184

sented in Figure 2. which involves co-referencing 185

and RoBERTa for relationship extraction.The pro- 186

cess of co-referencing involves replacing the pro- 187

nouns by their respective proper nouns in the sen- 188

tence. For each mention or a pair of mentions a set 189

of features are crafted. The most likely antecedent 190

is mapped to its corresponding mention.After the 191

co-referencing phase, the text has the proper noun 192

in place of the pronoun referencing it. Corefer- 193

rence Resolution has been implemented through 194

Neural Coref model. This co-referenced data is 195

sent to the OpenIE model which finds all the re- 196

lationships in the data. The output is given as a 197

triplet of entities and the relationship identified. 198

The relationship triplets identified here has to be 199

filtered according to the relationships mentioned 200

in Mahabharat. The dataset is analysed to identify 201

fourteen relationships as listed in Table 2 between 202

the entities identified in the Mahabharat text. The 203

dataset with entities, relationship labels and its to- 204

kens are given to the RoBERTa base Model. The 205

relationship extractor is thus trained on the given 206

dataset. 207

3.5 Event Analysis 208

The event analysis architecture is represented in 209

Figure 3. The important tasks involved in event 210

analysis are summary generation, question - an- 211

swering and graphical representation of the insights 212

obtained. 213

Summary Generation : 214

After the Mahabharat dataset has been tagged 215
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Figure 3: Event Analysis Architecture Diagram

by the NER tagger the section of the document216

describing the events are identified by the B-EVE217

and I-EVE tags. This sections of Parvas are given218

to the summary model to extract the summary of219

each event identified. The events identified include220

swayamvaras of Amba, Ambalika, Ambika, Drau-221

padi and Damayanti, Abhimanyu’s death and war222

analysis on different parvas. Different kinds of223

analysis are performed on the events and repre-224

sented in graphs. The BART model generates sum-225

mary. The embedding in a BART model is built226

on top of BERT. For every text sequence in its227

input, the BERT encoder outputs an embedding228

vector for each token in the sequence as well as an229

additional vector containing sentence-level infor-230

mation. The pre-training is done using the masked231

sequences. BART uses additional masking mecha-232

nisms as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: BART sentence masking
233

Question-Answering : The question-answering234

task is performed by whole word masking BERT235

model where the model gives the answer for the236

given question from the context. BERT model pre-237

dicts the probability of each word being the starting238

and ending index of the answer span.239

The BART model discussed in the previous phase240

outputs the summary of the event. The summary241

of the event is given to the question-answering242

model which identifies the answer span of data243

TAG EXPANSION
Attendees People present at the event
Chosen one The groom
Bride The one who chooses
Father of Bride King who organized the event
Place it was held The kingdom
Weapon used Weapons used in the event

Table 3: Template for the Swayamvara graph

from the context for the specific question given by 244

the user. The fine tuning of the question and answer- 245

ing model was done using the SQuAD(Stanford 246

Question Answering Dataset). 247

Visualization : The insights of events of Ma- 248

habharat obtained on characters involved, place of 249

the event etc. is represented by a tree structure as 250

shown in Figure 12 which helps in comparing the 251

event. Table 3 shows the entities of the template. 252

3.6 Character Analysis 253

Character Analysis is done so as to present a holis- 254

tic view of the character in perspective of Mahab- 255

haratha. It includes the qualities of the character, 256

their relationships, trials and tribulations they have 257

been through and consequences of their actions. 258

The Figure 5 depicts the flow of execution in per- 259

forming this task. The Qualities are extracted us- 260

ing the 11 POS tags i.e [ADJ],[PUNCT], [ADV], 261

[INTJ], [NOUN], [PROPN], [VERB], [CCONJ], 262

[NUM],[PART],[AUX]. The extracted relations 263

and the generated summary are used to create the 264

character sketch with the help of a text generation 265

model.

Figure 5: Character Sketch Diagram

266

Quality Extraction : The Qualities of a person 267

define who he/she is in the story. These are exhib- 268

ited using adjectives in the story. The adjectives 269

have to be extracted using POS tags using BERT 270

model. The BERT model is already fine-tuned on 271

the UPenn-Treebank dataset with an accuracy of 272
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about 97.25%. The top 15 adjectives are chosen by273

frequency corresponding to the character as they274

distinctly represent the character’s qualities.275

Summary Generation : The summary is gen-276

erated using the BART model built on top of the277

BERT model. The input is given parva wise to278

the summary generation model so that necessary279

information is captures which can be later used for280

any generation tasks.281

Text Generation : OpenAI’s GPT-2 model is282

used for text generation. The GPT-2 transformer283

takes in a sequence of input tokens and then tries284

to generate multiple sequences of tokens in some285

chronological order so they form a meaningful se-286

quence. The sequence of tokens generated are ap-287

pended together to form a text. The Mahabharath288

summary alongwith the set of adjectives are taken289

as input collectively with some keywords such as290

"marriage", "parents", "born" etc. The model tries291

to decipher information related to these keywords292

and incorporates into the final text. Thus a charac-293

ter sketch is generated.294

3.7 Emotion Analysis295

Mahabharatha being an epic, contains a myraid of296

emotions throughout. It is important to identify297

these emotions and present them to the user in the298

most concise way possible without losing out infor-299

mation being captured. This is done by employing300

a emotion detection mechanism initially using a301

BERT model. This paper uses 26 different emo-302

tions as per the Go-Emotions dataset by Demsky et303

al. (Demszky et al., 2020). The extracted emotions304

are then fed to the text genration model collectively305

with the summarized text of Mahabharath (Parva-306

wise).307

Emotion Detection : The Go-emotions dataset308

employs these 26 emotions as the necessary ones309

that can accurately capture different emotions while310

also not losing out on the context. BERT model is311

initially trained on an annotated parva of Mahab-312

haratha with these set of emotions. The model is313

then deployed in the other 17 Parvas. Every sen-314

tence is attributed with some dominant emotion and315

the emotion which is dominant in one section of the316

parva is chosen as the right emotion. Every Parva317

contains about 100 sections and this procedure is318

followed for every Parva.319

Text Generation : OpenAI’s GPT-2 model is320

used for this text generation phase. The GPT-2321

model takes in output from emotion detection phase322

Figure 6: Emotions used in the paper

TAG COUNT
PERSON 1689
PLACE 173
EVENT 20
WEAPON and WAR STRATEGY 22
COMMUNITY 524
LIT and ART 23

Table 4: NER tags and their Expansions

and generated summary of Mahabharatha parva- 323

wise. The keywords such as "feelings", "tension", 324

"dilemma" are given as inputs alongwith the model 325

so that the generated text is able to capture related 326

incidents pertaining to those keywords. The text is 327

presented to the user in the form of parapraghs. 328

4 Results 329

This section explains the results of semantic analy- 330

sis tasks on Mahabharat like NER, Relationship ex- 331

traction, Summary and Question Answering mod- 332

ules, Character Analysis and Emotion Analysis. 333

4.1 Entity Analysis 334

The entire text of Mahabharat has been annotated 335

using a Conditional Random field model tuned for 336

Named Entity Recognition. 337

Following this, a Relations Extraction model 338

was built and the dataset for this model consists 339

of parvas 5,6 of the Mahabharat text. The size of 340

the training data is 2164 sentences. The model is 341

capable of recognizing the relationships between 342

the entities as one of the 14 categories as shown in 343

Table 1. From the annotated data, the following 344

inferences were made. 345

346

The number of unique entities in each category 347

identified in the text are shown in Table 4. The fre- 348

quency distribution of unique occurrences of each 349

entity type is calculated and visualized as a pie 350

chart as shown in Figure 7. 351

The "person" entities are then paired with each 352

other based on their occurrences in the text. Two 353
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Figure 7: Distribution of Entities in the Text

person entities are said to be connected if they oc-354

cur together in a span of 30 words. A network355

graph is thus constructed. The weight of the edges356

are assigned based the frequency of the particular357

pair. From this graph three different centralities are358

identified as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Centralities

359
Each centrality represents a different kind of in-360

formation about the entity.361

Degree centrality is a measure of the number of362

other people a person is connected to. Higher the363

degree centrality, the more the person is connected.364

Betweenness centrality is a measure of the popu-365

larity of the person. It is a measure of how many366

nodes are connected to others through this node.367

Closeness centrality is a measure of the weightage368

of each of the connections in the graph. As the369

name indicates it shows how close each entity is to370

its neighbour.371

The top fifteen entities with the highest closeness372

centralities are identified and a graph is plotted in373

the same manner as before, to show their interrela-374

tionships. Figure 9 shows that graph.375

The entities included in this graph are those that376

have closest relationships with others. Arjuna has377

some of the most highly weighted edges implying378

that he is one of the most strongly connected char-379

acter in the book. In addition this graph also shows380

the strong relationship between the five pandavas,381

Figure 9: Interrelationships graph based on closeness
centrality

with eachother and with Krishna. 382

In addition, the top fifteen entities based on their 383

individual frequencies were identified and their in- 384

terrelationships are represented in a network graph 385

as shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Interrelationships graph based on Frequency

386
This graph shows the most frequently occurring 387

characters in the text. On comparison with the 388

graph based on characters with highest centrality, 389

two additional characters are identified - Sanjaya 390

and Kunti. This shows that these two characters 391

occur frequently in contexts outside of interactions. 392

4.2 Event Analysis 393

The entities tagged as events are identified and ar- 394

eas of the text where they are clustered are inferred 395

to be the major events. These include Swayamvara, 396

War parvas, Abimanyu’s Death, dice game and dis- 397

robing. These events are analysed using Summary 398

generation model, Question Answering models and 399

through graphs. 400

4.2.1 Swayamvara 401

The Swayamvara event was analysed using the fol- 402

lowing tasks. 403

Summary Generation: The text pertaining to 404

the event are fed as input to the summary gener- 405

ation model as a sequence of paragraphs. This 406
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model gives a 3-4 line output for the given input407

sample. The summary model is able to retain all im-408

portant entity information and conveys the overall409

sequence of events in a succinct way.410

Question Answering model for Quiz App: The411

output of the summary model is used as the context412

for the Question Answering model. The Q and A413

model has been used to build a quiz application,414

where the user is presented with an event and a set415

of questions pertaining to the question. The model416

identifies the answer from the context summary,417

and compares the answer it to the one given by the418

user. This has been demonstrated in Figure 11.419

Figure 11: Snippet of the Quiz Application

In addition, there are provisions for the users to420

give their own questions to the model about each421

event.422

Analysis and Graphical Representation: The423

event swayamvara is analysed using semantic424

graphs and a quiz app. A semantic graph with a425

fixed set of fields is defined for the events. By using426

the relationships identified in the event context, the427

values for the fields are filled.The template for the428

semantic graph of the event Swayamvara consists429

of the entity types mentioned in Table 3.This graph430

allows a comparison between the events. Figure431

12 depicts the semantic graph for the Swayamvara432

of Amba, Ambika and Ambalika. This graph dis-433

plays that the ceremony was held for three people434

together.435

Figure 13 depicts the semantic graph for the436

Swayamvara of Panchali. The large number of437

attendess shows that a lot of important people took438

part in the competition.439

4.3 War Analysis440

The war events are distributed across four parvas441

such as Bhishma Parva, Drona Parva, Karna Parva,442

Shalya Parva. The performance of the Pandavas443

in each of these Parvas is plotted in a graph. If a444

member of the Pandava army is pierced or struck445

Figure 12: Semantic Graph depicting Amba’s Swayam-
vara

Figure 13: Semantic Graph depicting Panchali’s
Swayamvara

there is a small dip in the graph, if they are slayed 446

a slightly bigger dip is shown and an even bigger 447

dip is shown when they are slaughtered in bigger 448

numbers. Similarly peaks of sizes proportional to 449

the defeat of the Kouravas can be seen. Figure 14 450

and 15 show the graphs for the war parvas.

Figure 14: Line graph showing the performance of the
Pandavas in Bhishma Parva

451

These graphs also allow us to track the battle 452

sequence. The Kouravas saw major victories in 453

Bhishma and Drona Parva, which is demonstrated 454

by the major dips in the corresponding graphs. 455

The victory of the Pandavas is shown in the final 456

peak in the final graph. 457
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Figure 15: Line graph showing the performance of the
Pandavas in Drona Parva

4.4 Abhimanyu’s Death458

The events surrounding Abhimanyu’s death mark459

a turbulent battle between him and the kouravas.460

Abimanyu’s efforts and performance at the time of461

his death are plotted in Figure 16. The graph shown462

in Figure 16 demonstrates how well Abhimanyu463

fought before the time of his death.

Figure 16: Line graph showing the performance of the
Abhimanyu at the time of his death

464

4.5 Dice game and Disrobing465

The dice game and disrobing event is analysed466

through summary generation and the q and a model467

and a quiz app is built for the same. Further there468

is also a provision for the users to ask questions469

related to a particular event as shown in Figure 17.470

4.6 Character Analysis471

The Figure 18 depicts an example of how BERT472

identifies POS tags and extracts [ADJ] tags for ad-473

jectives. These adjectives are used alongwith sum-474

mary to generate the character sketch. The user can475

utilise the character sketch to learn about the par-476

ticular character’s life, qualities and consequences477

Figure 17: Q and A for disrobing event

Figure 18: An Example of a sentence with POS tags

of his/her actions instead of reading the entire text. 478

The Figure 19 shows the final output of character 479

sketch. 480

Figure 19: Character sketch of Arjuna

4.7 Emotion Analysis 481

The Emotion analysis analyzes the emotion 482

sentence-wise and attributes the most occurring 483

emotion to the section containing those sentences. 484

The user can enter the Parva of choice for which 485

the emotions are to be deduced. The emotions can 486

be used as a basis for deriving any other analysis 487

of the Mabhabaharatha text. The Figure 20 depicts 488

the emotion sketch of Karna Parva. 489

5 Conclusion 490

The paper has discussed the different techniques 491

used to analyze intricate events of Mahabharat and 492

present them in a lucid and interesting manner to 493

a user without prior knowledge of the text . Var- 494

ious entities present in the Mahabharat text were 495

identified using a Conditional Random Field model 496

8
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Figure 20: Emotion Sketch of Karna Parva

after a comparative analysis. Once the entities were497

identified, the observations and inferences based498

on their count, frequency distribution and interac-499

tions have been recorded. Various events in the500

text including Swayamvara and War have been501

analysed using summary generation models and502

question answering models. The character analysis503

provides a first hand impression of the character504

under consideration and the trails and tribulations505

which the character has gone through. Emotion506

analysis draws the flow of emotions and reactions507

of events described in Mahabharat to be presented508

in a concise manner to the user. Interested readers509

can utilize the obtained results from this paper as510

an incentive for any additional work.511
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